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Summary
DEF CON 2018: Critical Bug Opens Millions of HP OfficeJet Printers to Attack
Fax-ready HP OfficeJet inkjet printers are vulnerable to a hack that gives an attacker full control over a
targeted printer.
Once compromised, the all-in-one OfficeJet could act as a springboard for deeper network penetration
by an attacker.
A malicious fax sent to an HP Inc. OfficeJet all-in-one inkjet printer can give hackers control of the
printer and act as a springboard into an attached network environment.
After the malicious fax a huge XML (> 2GB) file was sent to the printer over TCP port 53048 thus
triggering a stack-based buffer overflow.
The vulnerability is tied to all-in-one printers that support Group 3 (G3) fax protocols, part of the ITU
T.30 standard for sending and receiving colour faxes.
The hack is specific to HP OfficeJet inkjet printers. It required considerable research, debugging and
specific exploits.
It will not work on other Fax devices.
In general we believe there are easier ways to compromise a corporate network, even if there's such an
HP fax-printer in there; the novelty of this vector is that they got in via a plain analog phone line.
https://research.checkpoint.com/sending-fax-back-to-the-dark-ages/

Details
This attack, although it uses the T30 protocol elements to find out how the printer software was
constructed, is very specific.
ARM 32bit CPU, ThreadX-based real-time Operating System by Green Hills are used by HP.
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A long and tedious research was done reversing the T.30 state machine and later reversing the task
that handles the HDLC modem.
A showcase for DEF CON 2018 was created using Eternal Blue to exploit PCs connected.
A HW debugger was hooked into the machine to learn about internal SW.
Buffer overflow attacks with exploit is usually a very specialized attack for a specific target, because the
attack needs to be binary compatible with the specific SW and it´s vulnerabilities.
Xpressions is not vulnerable to this attack. The attack works by sending a JPEG-encoded fax to an allin-one printer and exploiting a bug in its proprietary JPEG decoding module.
Xpressions does not support receiving JPEG encoded fax messages, and it would not try to JPEGdecode such a fax.
They used a flaw in a jpeg library that HP uses when receiving color faxes. None of this applies to Unify
products.
Although such reverse engineering techniques could theoretically be used on the Unify Fax Stack,
hackers would need to start research from scratch and develop a completely new attack.

Affected Products
This "faxploit" attack is specific for HP OfficeJet Printers.
Unify does not sell HP OfficeJet Printers.
No Unify product is affected.

Recommended Actions
No Unify product is affected, no action necessary.
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